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Sticky Monster Lab Releases their first ever
Mini Figure Blind Box Series with Great Twins

Being the worldwide licensee for Sticky Monster Lab's mini figure blind box series, Great Twins is
proud to be releasing its first series, named "Sitting"; scheduled for a late October availability.

Standing 5.5cm to 8.5cm tall, the line-up consists of 18 characters - all of whom are in their "sitting"
pose - created and designed by Sticky Monster Lab from South Korea, which includes one super
mystery figure (ratio: 1/100).

Designer: Sticky Monster Lab (from South Korea)
Product Name: Sticky Monster Lab Mini-Figure Blind Box “Sitting” Series
Material: ABS Plastic
No. of Characters: 18 (15 Basic + 2 Mystery + 1 Super Mystery)
Size: 5.5cm to 8.5cm
Packaging: Silver Foil Bag & Blind Box
Release Date: 30 October 2018

Who Is Sticky Monster Lab?
Sticky Monster Lab (SML) is a multidisciplinary creative studio founded in 2007. They have since
produced and released short animations that contain everyday stories in the monster world, and as
well have successfully collaborated with global corporations such as CJ, Daewoo Engineering and
Construction, Nike, Nissan, etc.

SML is massively well known for their collectible toys in toy culture, with SML attracting international
attention with its peculiar wit and freshness. Fusing works with its unique personality regardless of
genre, SML shows that its possibilities are endless.

After over a decade of their existence, this is SML's first ever blind box series to be released
anywhere, so you can imagine this to be highly anticipated and welcomed! As well this will be their
first release with Great Twins, providing collectors worldwide another opportunity of endless fun!

To download high resolution photos, please visit: http://greattwins.com/files/SML/
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About Great Twins
www.greattwins.com/

Great Twins is a design, production and distribution company for collectible toys and high-end
premium merchandise. We also serve as a consultant in building ideas from scratch to a unique
finished product.

Made up of a dynamic team of creative and adventurous souls, featuring a diverse talent pool from
various fields of expertise, we conceptualize, manufacture and distribute authentic high-quality
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collectible/designer toys (including vinyl figures, action figures, poly-resin/fiberglass statues, plush
toys, etc.) and unique premium designer lifestyle merchandise.

We aim to take the lead internationally for the genre of products we design and produce.

With our global network of retailers, we have a toy and merchandise distribution arm that helps
potential brand market, wholesale and distribution of products. Bringing the best product to our
customers is our utmost priority.

From transforming raw ideas into great products, starting from concept development through various
stages of processing, production, packaging, and distribution of final products, Great Twins is the
ideal place to help clients (government organizations, corporations or private individuals) make their
collectibles and toy-dreams become reality.

About Sticky Monster Lab
www.stickymonsterlab.com
www.facebook.com/stickymonsterlab

Sticky Monster Lab (SML), a multidisciplinary creative studio founded in 2007. They have produced
and released short animations that contain everyday stories in the monster world, which arouses
sympathy by reflecting our reality. Through a comprehensive approach that covers various scope of
works including illustration, graphic design, animation, motion graphic and product design, they
actively work and expand the boundary of the monster world. Also, they have successfully
collaborated with global corporations such as CJ, Daewoo Engineering and Construction, Nike,
Nissan, etc.

SML is already attracting international attention with its peculiar wit and freshness. The monster
character looks cute and simple at first sight but with a deeper look, it brilliantly reveals the dark side
of reality. Surprisingly profound messages and emotional details hidden beneath its simplicity
naturally leave the audience with strong impressions. Fusing works with its unique personality
regardless of genre, SML shows that its possibilities are endless.
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